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“Collegy” Clothes
There’s not a bit of doubt that the college youth 
fixes the fashions for, young men throughout the 
country. He has the leisure, the means, and the 
inclination to chase each will-o’-the-wisp of the 
mode. He darts after fresh fads as a hungry fish 
darts after a crum b.:
"Fortunately, the American college youth has an 
intuitive perception of the fitness of things which 
saves him from errors of taste. H is judgment of 
form and color is true, and when he leans toward 
the picturesque, it is always appropriate and be­
coming. - . ' V
MISMERCO Clothes for Young Men faithfully 
m irror the modes in the great universities of the 
country. They have that dash which is produced 
by soft, flowing lines; thaitf grace whieh springs 
from perfect harmony of one part with the other; 
that style which is the only true style—you see, but 
you can’t  define it.
Roomy over the chest, ample ov^i the back, 
admirable in balance, and true in drape, vigorous 
and virile as befits the touch-and-go spirit of the 
day—these are characteristics of real “collegy” 
clothes, and they are identified by the PREM IER 
label
Missoula M ercantile C o.
t^AAr-o^nnj
Published E very M onth D uring the College Y ear by the S tudents o f the
U niversity  of M ontana.
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L ite ra ry
C O M M E N C E M E N T .
Commencement Day; soft skies that bend above a campus green, 
The south winds blowing, low murmuring in the trees,
The mountains softened by the misty heat 
A nd golden sunshine poured o’er all the world 
A nd making glad the heart of everything.
But lo, a shadow, rather felt than seen,
Seems doing battle with the golden glow;
It spreads a pensive gloom o’er College Halls,
A nd turns the south wind’s murmur into music sad. 
“ Commencement,” this the sun and hills repeat;
The shadow answers, “ Nay, it is the end.”
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 9f. ^
Four years of storm and sunshine,
Years of work and years of play,
Defeats and triumphs and a thousand things 
That go to make a college life entire;
But, best of all, the dear old college chums—
“ Old College Chums,” the south wind murmurs back,
A nd lo, the shadow flees away beyond the hills.
The golden sunlight rules the world again,
A nd gladdens all the heart of living thing.
A  college friendship that can never end,
As true and lasting as the mountains are,
A nd tender as the south wind’s murmur is.
Soft skies that bend above a campus green,
A nd golden sunshine poured o’er all the world.
The south wind stirs among the campus trees,
A nd questions softly sweet, “ Is this the end?”
“ Nay, not the end,” the mountains echo back,
“ Commencement D ay,” the sun and south winds sing.
—m . b., m
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U N T O  H E R  OW N.
The time was sunset; the place was the steps of the main hall of the 
university; and the girl was Lois. Nor was that all. Lois and Lee had 
been there on the steps for a long while. They had talked of many things, 
but finally that silence, which is one of the greatest blessings of friendship, 
had fallen and both sat looking out towards that setting sun. There was 
a hushed calm pervading the very atmosphere— the calm of the sunset. The 
trees, the grass and the birds were hushed in this silence of growing things. 
All, even the old mountain in the background, watched the god of day, as, 
with his last lingering touches on mountain and sky, he dipped below the 
mountains to the westward. The perfect panorama of color in the western 
sky was reflected on the distant snow-capped peaks. Rapid and ever- 
shifting was the change; a soft breath, as of the dying day, stole along the 
grass; a bird chirped and was silent; dreamily came the strains of music 
from the dormitory; girls in filmy gowns appeared and, with arms inter­
twined, started on that important task of “walking around the campus.” 
The spell was broken.
Lois arose, and as she stood on the steps below, she seemed, to the boy 
sitting there, to be a part of the evening. Her linen-clad figure, her smooth, 
dark hair and clear-cut profile were outlined clearly against the green trees 
and the still brilliant sky.
“Can you realize that it will soon all be over?” She was speaking slowly, 
as though she thought even as she spoke. “All will change, even as rapidly 
as the sky has. The last few days are going so rapidly. I wonder if the 
after-glow will last long?”
“Well, we’re doing all we can at the beginning,” and as he spoke he 
motioned towards the lantern-strung campus. “ If all this light and fuss 
doesn't help some, why, I guess we’ll have to stay in the dark. You see, 
it’s like this, Lois,” he continued, as she turned on him her puzzled eyes, 
“ the bigger send-off we have the longer it will last. It’s just as if your 
sun there had gone down behind a lot of clouds— the after-light would not 
have lasted nearly so long. But if he goes down with a clear field, it seems 
that we hardly lose him all night. So, if we have plenty of this kind of 
thing,” motioning towards the campus, “ it will help to give us a send-off 
that will last all the rest of our lives. That’s why I say that you’re foolish
not to come on and have a good time with the rest. You don’t have a
chance often of being a Senior and of giving a Senior promenade, and you 
ought not to miss it for any old work— I don’t care what it is!” With 
these last words, Lee put his cap on at a determined angle of his fair head
and rammed his hands down deep in his pockets and waited.
“ It is no use for us to discuss that again,” and Lois was speaking in that 
dreaded tone of finality. “You do not know, and I can not tell you, what 
it is that I have to do. You don’t know how badly I want to go nor what
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it means for me to stay away. But can’t you take my word? I must go 
now. Good-bye.” As she spoke she turned and went down the walk 
towards the dormitory. Lee stood, where she had left him, watching her 
go. There was never a faltering step, nor a backward glance. She had 
said that she would not be at the Senior promenade, without giving him 
any excuse. H e had thought that surely she would not refuse him this. Well, 
he would show her that he could get along without her, even if it was rather 
hard. A nd he, too, started down the walk— in a different direction.
Almost an hour afterwards Lois came to her window in the hall and, 
pushing aside the curtains, looked down on the scene below. The campus 
was dotted with an almost bewildering number of small lanterns, with an 
occasional arc light. Here and there and everywhere strutted students and 
faculty, seniors in caps and gowns, girls in airy costumes and men in sombre 
black. All— students, faculty and friends— were having a last gathering.
Tomorrow would be Class Day, and the next Commencement. There were 
many things to be said, much advice to be given, and many promises of 
correspondence to be interchanged.
Lois turned back within the room and fronted once more her paper- 
bestrewn table. Taking up her pen once more, she was deep in her work. 
H ow  did it happen that a girl of her standing and ability had to give up 
this evening of pleasure to work? W hat was this that was so important? 
W hy had she not completed it long ago?
Lois had come to college only through the influence of Judge Rath, who 
out of his kindness had made it possible for her. A t the same time came his 
favorite niece, Marjorie. She was a small, sprightly girl, with curly hair 
and a rippling laugh. She skimmed hither and thither over the surface—  
only touching, never grasping anything. Such was her butterfly college 
existence. Everyone loved her. She was ready always with her sympathy 
and kindly words. W hat wonder that this sprite should have been elected 
to write the Prophecy to be delivered on Class Day. H er uncle had been 
very proud when he heard of this, and she, too, was excited over the glory 
and anticipation of it all. Twice she had attempted to write, but the 
thoughts and words had failed her. She had attempted but to cast it aside 
until some more favorable time. Then she had received a letter from the 
Judge, asking about the Prophecy, and she had remembered that it was 
but two days until Class Day. Once more that night she worked until 
almost midnight. Then, in a sudden fit of despair, she decided to go to 
Lois. Kimono-clad, she slipped into Lois’s room and stealthily awoke her. 
There in the midnight hush she poured out her tale of woe. She was 
sorry to awaken Lois, but what was she to do? She had tried so hard, 
but she couldn’t think. W hy couldn’t she write like Lois? W hy didn’t 
they have Lois write the Prophecy, anyway? But she wanted to do it. 
She had tried. Oh, yes!— the very best way she could. The end of it 
was that Lois gathered Majorie in her arms and, while soothing her sob- 
shaken spirit, told her that she would write it for her— that she had nothing
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else to do and it wouldn’t take her very long. Gradually the weeping had 
ceased and the tired spirit was resting. The child Marjorie was asleep.
Thus Lois had told Lee that she could not attend the Senior promenade 
— and thus she was writing there in her room. Page after page came 
from her pen and still she wrote. The music floated in at the window, but 
she did not hear. She forgot Marjorie, the Judge, and Lee— she was writ­
ing her Class Prophecy. For two more hours she had written, and her task 
was all but finished when she heard people climbing the stairs. She did not 
notice that they entered Marjorie’s room. Her own door opened and Dean 
Ransom stood there.
“ I am sorry to interrupt you, my dear, but could you go down and take 
Marjorie’s place? A  palm was carelessly pushed off the steps and bruised 
her foot badly. It is not serious and the party must not be interrupted.” 
She turned and was gone.
Lois heard Marjorie’s door close. Mechanically she put on her cap and 
gown and went down to take Marjorie’s place in managing the detachments 
sent into the dining room for refreshments. Almost unconsciously she went 
among the crowd, asking some here and others there, until she had selected 
the first party. As she stood at the foot of the steps, watching the last ones 
enter the door, she felt someone standing beside her. She looked up to find 
Lee looking at her with a perplexed face.
“AVhy didn’t you say that you didn’t want me bothering you? You 
didn’t need to let a fellow down quite so hard.”
“ Oh! but I-------” Here someone claimed her attention about the re­
freshments. Lee turned on his heel and walked away, without waiting to 
hear her explanation.
Charmingly did Lois perform her hastily assumed duties. But while she 
officiated there was ever the sense of this misunderstanding. She could never 
tell Lee the real reason and he would not accept any other. Of course, 
Marjorie’s accident would explain itself in part; but still there would be the 
fact that she had said she had something she had to do and apparently 
broken her word. She did not see Lee again that evening, except at a 
distance, where he seemed to be the life of one of the merriest groups on the 
campus.
It seemed a long while before the last guest had gone, before she could 
steal away upstairs. The Dean met her at Marjorie’s door to say that 
Marjorie’s foot was not as bad as had been thought at first, although she 
would be unable to use it for at least two weeks.
The next morning— Class Day— as Lois was coming from the dining 
room, a note was handed to her. It read;
“ Dear Miss Fenton:
“ Since the accident that unfortunately befell Miss Rath last 
evening, we would like to have you read the Prophecy that she 
has prepared. Tell her that we regret deeply that she will be 
unable to be present. Sincerely yours, J. R. BAILEY.”
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So the class president had turned to her as a last resort. She was to 
read Marjorie’s Prophecy. But, no! It was her own. She had written it.
It was noon and the Class Day program was finished. As they walked 
towards the hall, Dean Ransom and the professor of literature were dis­
cussing the merits of the various numbers.
VDid you notice the style of the Prophecy, Miss Ransom? T o me it 
smacked in authorship of her who read it.” The professor spoke, as usual, 
in his calm, even tones.
“ That might have been, but Miss Fenton knew nothing of this until 
this morning, and she could not have had time to have written it since then.” 
A s she spoke a young man, wearing on his fair head a white hat emblazoned 
with a crimon naught-eight, passed.
The time was sunset; the place was the steps of the Main hall; the girl 
was Lois. There was the same silence of Nature, the same panoramic 
effects in the western sky; but Lois and Lee did not hearken to these things.
“ I’m mighty glad,” and Lee was speaking rapidly, “ that I found that 
out. H ow  you can deny yourself to help out these society people is more 
than I can see. You can bank on it, they don’t like you any the better 
for it.”
“ It wasn’t that,” Lois replied gently. “ I like to help her, for her uncle 
has done so much for me. And then it was so little that I did.”
“ But look what a fuss it made. Here I thought you were about the stiffest 
proposition in a girl I’d ever met. If I hadn’t overheard that conversation 
between a couple of the powers, no telling what might not have happened. 
W e would have gone away and I would never have had the nerve to say 
another word to you. T hat’s what comes from being so charitable.”
Lois turned a pair of merry eyes upon him. “ But you did hear it; and 
you did come to talk to me again; and there isn’t anything wrong now. I 
read what I wrote myself, and Marjorie is getting along nicely. It all hap­
pened for the best, you see.”
“ Yes, but think if I hadn’t heard that!”
“ I have thought,” and Lee’s eyes met dark ones full of— not laughter 
now— but the deeper, fuller meaning of pure friendliness that is realized 
but seldom, and then only to ripen into that fuller and nobler affection of life.
The bird chirped; the strains of a song floated on the evening air from 
the hall; but the spell was not broken, for ’twas the charm of life and love.
“W here are you going, my pretty m aid?” 
“ T o the Leap Year ball, kind sir,” she said. 
“ May I go with you, my pretty m aid?”
“ O, no! I will stag it, sir,” she said.
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T H E  W A T C H E R .
Girt round with snow-capped mountains, 
The fair Missoula lies,
Cut thru by silent waters,
O ’er-topped by sapphire skies.
Fair valleys widen outward,
Rough mountains rise on high,
Soft breezes, sweet with perfume,
"Waft white clouds slowly by.
The pine trees sob and murmur,
In the stillness vast and deep, 
Moaning and sighing ever 
O ’er nature lost in sleep.
Bright waters leap and glisten 
And fall in silvery showers,
Bedewing moss and fernbrake,
Sprinkling the bordering flowers.
In all this beauteous region 
In the ages long ago,
No living creature breathed,
There was neither friend nor foe.
But Manitou from the heavens 
Looked down on hill and dell,
Viewed his work with satisfaction,
And murmured, “ It is well.”
“ But these virgin hills, and valleys,
So great and vast and deep,
Must be kept pure and spotless 
As a maiden roused from sleep.”
So he placed on the eastward border, 
Where the waters surge and swell,
A  warder, grim and silent,
And he called it Sentinel.
This watcher, so say the sages,
Has watched thru the ages long,
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While the valleys from desolate places, 
Have blossomed and burst into song.
So guarding the gate of the mountains, 
H e stands to this very hour,
Watching past, and present and future, 
A  silent but mighty power.
— A . B., *08.
W E S T E R N  O P P O R T U N IT IE S .
W e are constantly being reminded, through the press, from the pulpit and 
the platform, that this is an age of opportunity; that the W est is the place of 
opportunities, and that the American ^^esterner is the man who knows how 
and is willing to develop opportunities. So the young graduate, thankful 
for having been bom in this favored land, and pinching in his breast pocket 
these advices and visions of the future, seeing in himself the one man who 
is able and willing to take advantage of the good things offered, sets forth 
into the wide world in search of success. H e works at his profession, he 
knows what he is doing and does it well— he learned how in college. H e 
has no time for anything else. A t the age of fifty he leans back in his 
office chair and recollects with wonder the delight and satisfaction he expe­
rienced ’way back in the days of his youth, when he read “ Robinson 
Crusoe’’ and “ Arabian Nights,’’ and dreamed of becoming a citizen of the 
world. H e has become an ordinary successful business man. H e has money—  
he gave in exchange his youth. Now that he has time and means to indulge 
in those things to which he once looked forward, he finds that, with all his 
knowledge and experience, he wrongfully neglected to cultivate his artistic 
nature— that part of his mind which adds most materially to the comforts 
of age.
Now it has not yet become very difficult to determine where reform should 
begin. It is not fair for a man to give his life in the pursuit of gold until it 
takes away all his finer qualities. The place to begin a broad career is in 
school. A rt and science should be required together, and more of the 
Beautiful should be offered than is at present. Notice how this lack of 
culture is reflected by the so-called literature of the W est: all sorts of atroci­
ties are condoned just because it is “ the W est,’’ and so necessarily still in 
the rough. Some deluded enthusiast writes a volume about Indians, or the 
cowboys, whether in prose or verse, and the public hails it with three cheers. 
Perhaps some outraged critic rises in his wrath and shouts that “ that is not 
literature; it’s not worth printing!’’ The indignant multitude turn on him 
and retort contemptuously, “ Of course, it’s not Shakespeare nor Scott, but, 
then, it’s Western!’’ Now, why shouldn’t Western scribblings be dealt
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with the same as are Eastern, or British, or European? W hat special dis­
pensation rests over the vast territory this side of the great river that permits 
all sorts of slush and doggerel to contort the long-established standards that 
have formerly seen fit to set a question mark after really worthy efforts?
A t this juncture, some simple-minded youth rises to ask why some one 
in Montana, for instance, hasn’t written some good poetry, or a novel, or 
a book of essays that will stand a fair chance against Poe, Hawthorne and 
Emerson? Now, the reason probably is that he doesn’t have to. He can 
write about a round-up, or the history of the deeds of a Buffalo Bill, and 
his fortune is made. Not that these are such poor subjects; no, they are 
all right. But, after all, it makes some difference whether a thing is told 
in cow-puncher style or literary style, when the question in hand is one of 
relative literary merit.
’Tis not yet become hopelessly beyond belief that everyone has some 
capacity for appreciating the beautiful, whether it be in a great or small 
degree. The question concerning the likely obliteration of this capacity on 
account of non-cultivation is becoming a race problem. And, indeed, is 
there not some justification in calling Japan a dream of art and America a 
whirl of commercialism ? The tendency seems to be toward measuring the
good things of the world in monetary terms, with little or no reference to 
that realm of delight which ministers unto the soul, and that can not be 
measured in terms of any material substance. It is measured, however, 
through its influence toward the fulfillment of the duty of man for universal 
good, and a pleasure that transcends everything of sense. Witness the great 
poets, the great musicians, the engineers, the men of science, the generals—  
how they gained their best inspiration from some expression of the Beautiful. 
Immanuel Kant, after spending the greater part of his life in study and 
thought, concluded that some phase of the aesthetic sense was the thing 
that bridges the gap between the real and the ideal— between things as they 
are and things as they ought to be; a subtle sensing of an eternal harmony 
existing in the universe. It is this aesthetic sense which makes life interest­
ing and satisfactory, and, since we all have it, why not make use of it?
Why not use it to raise the standard of public taste? This is the only 
way we can have a literature, for, as long as we content ourselves with the 
practical popular productions, we will have no better in any field of endeavor. 
Practical business men should look into the matter; it must be they, because 
they constitute the great majority that rules public sentiment.
Of course, it is all very well to do one thing and to do it well; that is 
necessary in this game of the survival of the fittest; but is it not a rather 
narrow life? And, after the struggle is over and we arrive at years of 
discretion, will we not be drawn out spiritually, and be as transparent as a 
glass tube that, as a lump of unmoulded material, possessed so many pos­
sibilities ?
The problem confronting the American is to discover the most effective 
process of reducing monotony; but what we need is not excitement nor
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sensation, but variety. The engineer needs to know engineering, and to do 
it well and faithfully; he needs to be able to see the beauties of a master 
painting, not merely to be able to buy it; he needs to understand the mean­
ing and purpose of music if he would enjoy all that his ear is capable of 
conveying to his brain; he needs to travel if he would know all the beauties 
of the world. Such a man realizes that he has only one life to live, and 
wants to gain as much and enjoy as much as he possibly can. Such a man 
has lived.
Montana is waiting to produce a great engineer, a great poet, a great 
novelist, a great musician. The field is absolutely new and the soil worthy. 
It has produced its millionaires. Enough of them. It is looking forward 
to the time when, because of its products, the term “ Western” will not be 
a term to excuse the shortcomings of some presuming pretender, but will be 
a term characterizing the peculiar superiority of a broad-minded, healthily 
intellectual people.
— Clarissa E. Spencer, 08.
A  M O D E S T  S U G G E ST IO N .
If some one had told me, just four years ago,
That I would be sitting here now,
Writing poems off-hand for The Kaimin,
I’d have tendered a cynical bow.
But it’s this way: I’m nearly through college;
I’ve learned a great heap of good stuff,
But I don’t want the others to tell it—
W hat they say isn’t always enough.
Now the others have talked of athletics,
Have brought in the worries of classes;
They have told you, mayhap, of their lovers,
Or, if lovers, of manifold lasses.
They have dwelt long on autumnal festals;
In the spring joys that come year by year;
On the long winter months, with their trials and stunts, 
A nd have stopped then to dry up a tear.
Well, that isn’t my way of telling.
Though it’s real and its touching, no doubt.
W hat I have’s of more practical importance.
A nd won’t cause always turning about.
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Our turn has come now for the real things, 
Our chances are coming for strife;
AVe’re to show what we’ve learned in Varsity 
And in other long years of past life.
So nine Rahs for the hints we’ve been given!
Nine more for the one’s we’re to get!
Then let’s up and prepare for what’s coming; 
For the past let’s— well, not stop and fret.
“ G R E A T E R  T H A N  W ISDOM  A N D  U N D E R STA N D IN G .’’
It had been hot at midday, but now that the shadows stretched long 
across the grass, the air had a fragrant coolness about it. Back in the 
distance the noise of the city seemed little more than a throbbing murmur, 
while near at hand the light breeze rustled through the leaves.
The girl pushed the stray lock away from her forehead. “ For all we 
know, we’re the only people on earth,’’ she observed.
“So long as we’re the only people on the court, I’ll be satisfied,’’ he 
replied.
She laughed. “ It’s our last game, Jimmy. Aren’t you feeling bad?’’
“ Broken hearted.’’
“ Your heart must break easily. It doesn’t seem to hurt much. Had 
lots of practice, has it?’’
“ You ought to know; you’re the only one that ever broke it.’’
She gurgled delightedly. “ Jimmy,’’ she said softly, “ aren’t you sorry 
you aren’t going to ‘math’ anymore?’’
It was his turn to laugh. “Somehow,’’ he replied, “somehow, that doesn’t 
cut me up the way you’d expect it to.’’
She sighed. “ I don’t know whether I’ll be able to get along without 
any more Latin tests or not.’’
“Say, look here!’’ he exclaimed suddenly. “ I’m tired of this round-about 
business. "We’ve arrived at the stage where we can’t be canned, anyhow, 
so let’s cut across the oval.’’
“ You’re getting unduly venturesome, I’m afraid,*’ warned the girl. “ My,’’ 
she continued, “you’d think by the desertedness it was the middle of July 
instead of only Commencement Day.’’
“Well, why not?’’ he replied. “ Things are about as done now as they 
will be then.’’
“ Commenced, you mean, not done.’’
He laughed. They had by this time arrived at the tennis court. “ Let’s 
commence this game now,’’ he said.
“Our last game, Jimmy.’’
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“ Come out of it. W e can have at least two games unless that net’s 
worse than it looks.”
She rested while he fixed it. “ Do you know what I’ll miss most?” she 
demanded.
“ Me, I hope.”
“ No-o. The thing I’ll miss most will be the subscription lists, and tickets 
to buy, and dues to pay, and ‘such.’ W hat will I do with my money 
when I leave school?”
“ If you have very much, you might give me some. WTien I get my 
ticket, I’ll have just five cents left.”
“ Five cents, and you didn’t bring me any candy.”
“ No, but will get some gum on the way home. You can have three 
sticks.”
“ How generous.”
The net was repaired now, so they began to play. It was after the first 
set was finished before they talked much again. She had won, by one 
game, and therefore felt gracious..
“ I suppose,” she said, “ that you will really enjoy yourself this summer 
as much as though you were going to have a real vacation. It’s dandy that 
you’ve got such a fine job.”
“ I think it’s pretty fine, all right. There’s a chance for rising, too, you 
know; and, anyway, it’s the only work.”
She laughed. “ For you,” she said.
“ We-11, yes,” he conceded, “perhaps it isn’t your forte.”
“ I thought,” the girl proceeded, “ that I was enthusiastic over my vaca­
tion, but I’m not like you.”
H e smiled. “ W hat are you going to do?*’ he wanted to know.
“ Oh, ride horseback, and fish, and dance, and— flirt, I suppose; I’m 
going out to Sadie’s ranch, in Cascade county, you know.”
“ I didn’t know, but I had been intending to ask. A nd you leave in 
the morning?”
“ Yes. I’m considered worn out, at home:—and then, too, I don’t like 
to take the trip alone.”
“ A nd you’re not enthusiastic about it?”
“ Enthusiastic? I should say I am. I said I wasn’t like you.”
H e grinned. “ I wonder if girls can be as enthusiastic as boys?”
“ Can they? Well, I guess they can,” she exclaimed. “ Look how I 
get over a tennis game.”
H e laughed. “ W hen you beat,” he amended.
The sun had gone down. Twilight would soon be upon them.
“ W e’ll have to hurry,” he reminded her, “ if we intend to have that 
other set.”
She sighed and picked up her racket. “ I’m more tired than I thought,” 
she said.
“ I’ll beat you easily, then,” he assured her.
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“ Maybe,” she replied. “ I have played hard, enthusiastically— but to­
night I don’t seem to care so much.”
“ I never was as enthusiastic over tennis, though, as over, well— football,” 
he decided.
“ Oh, I should think not. See the times I’ve yelled myself hoarse over a 
touchdown!”
He smiled down at her. “ I’ll hate it not to be playing next year,” he 
said.
“ If you were to illustrate ‘what college meant to me,* would the picture 
be a football suit?” she teased.
“Oh, I don’t know.”
They finished the last game in silence. He was the winner this time. 
“Shall we play off the tie?” he inquired.
“ No, we must be going home. It’s almost dark.”
They moved through the gathering grayness to the walk.
“Come on,” he said, “ let’s walk around the campus once more.”
“Our good-bye walk,” she answered with a laugh.
“Yes, I suppose it is good-bye. W e’ve been here a long time, 
haven’t we?”
“Four of the years that count most, they say.”
“ I wonder what they’ve really amounted to. A  technical education 
for me. W hat for you?”
“ Oh, is that all, only a technical education?”
“Well, maybe a little more.”
“Why, it has meant an awful lot to me,” and her eyes grew big and 
thoughtful. “ I’ve learned so much, beside the Browning and Chem, I mean; 
so much outside all that. I’ve learned how to do things, how to depend 
on myself, how to enjoy myself— and I’ve learned how to make friends. 
Sometimes I think that’s worth all the rest put together.”
“ Yes, there’s that about it, of course. W e learn to be ‘good fellows* 
here as we wouldn’t have learned it anywhere else.”
“And doesn’t that mean anything to you?”
“ Yes, of course, it does. When it comes down to it, that part of my 
life here will always be— well— I’ll always remember it.”
“Sometimes I think there’s more to ‘College Chums* than appears on 
the surface. W e don’t have chums from now on.”
“ That’s putting it pretty strong, isn’t it?”
“Oh, of course, we’ll have friends and all that, but not chums— not the 
close, firm friends we’ve had here.”
He looked at her thoughtfully. “ Maybe you’re right,” he said. “ I don’t 
suppose we really will have such friends again as we’ve had here. W e 
won’t have time, for one thing.”
“ No, I suppose not.”
“ I’ve heard, too, that people kind of retire into themselves when they 
get older. They change their ideas of people— lose their ideals, you know.’
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“ I’ve heard that, too, and I don’t like to think it’s true.”
” I’d hate to think *twas true, about women, for instance. I’ve known 
women all my life*, of course, good women; but ’tis only since I came here 
that I’ve thought very much about them. W hen I was a youngster I kind 
of thought that women, outside of mother, of course, were made to yell 
at you and tell you to ‘behave yourself and keep away from here.* But 
since I’ve been here I’ve— well, I’ve changed my mind. I’ve known some 
pretty fine girls in this place, and I’m not likely to forget them.”
“ May, for instance?”
“ Yes, May, or— I was thinking of you. I don’t know about you, but 
our friendship’s meant a lot to me.”
“ It has to me, too,” the girl replied. “ It must mean something to meet 
so squarely a good man, to get the advantage of his views, his strength, his 
friendship.”
The man looked away. “ You’ll never know just how much that speech 
means to me,” he said.
She looked down. “ Do you remember when we first met?” she asked.
H e smiled at her. “ I remember even before then. W e didn’t meet until 
the New Students’ Reception, and I’d noticed you for a long time before 
that, in class, you know. I even knew where you lived. One night after 
school I saw you going home, and I followed from afar.”
“ Honest?”
H e laughed. “ You don’t know all the kinds of a fool I’ve been, espe­
cially when it comes to that subject.”
“ W alking?”
“ Well, no; I wasn’t referring to walking.”
They had reached the gate. She turned around. “ Well, It’s really 
good-bye now. I— I feel weepier than I thought I did. If it was just
those buildings it would be different, but it’s good-bye to all the friends 
we’ve made here, all the things that life here meant to us.”
The darkness was closing down around them and the chill of the night 
was already making itself felt. The boy drew closer.
“ All, little girl,” he whispered, “ all?”
— A . W ., ’09.
T H E  D U T IE S  O F  T H E  A LU M N U S.
T o be an alumnus of a State University carries with it duties as well as 
privileges. A dded to the usual loyalty to the Alma Mater, such a graduate 
has, or ought to have, an increased civic consciousness, which has been gen­
erated by attendance at an institution fostered by the state. Every citizen 
of the republic owes a tremendous debt to the nation. This is no figure 
of speech, but a simple statement of a financial fact. The general govern-
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ment levies on individuals and corporations various taxes, which are expended 
on the public at large. By far the larger number of members of this body 
at large have paid in very much less than that which they draw out, in pro­
tection, convenience, improvement.
This general debt is increased tenfold in the case of the State University 
graduate. For four years he has enjoyed instruction and amusement of a 
hundred different sorts, for which, by actual estimate, he has paid not one- 
tenth. And these four years, which are comparatively years in Arcady, 
are but the seed of a whole life of increased efficiency and joy. If we take 
education in its personal aspect of development, we find the University 
graduate capable of three times the joy or three times the sorrow that is 
known to the less-cultured man. This is, of course, plainly enough due 
to his enormous amount of vicarious experience, and to his openness to the 
conviction of varying truths. If, on the other hand, we look at education 
from the point of view of practical results, we find the University graduate 
far more immediately efficient than any differently equipped man of his 
age and natural powers.
Here, then, are two distinct and unequivocal advantages accruing to the 
alumnus from his Alma Mater. The debt is one essentially of gratitude, 
even though we lay aside the sentimental associations that ordinarily suggest 
loyalty to the lay mind. And when the institution to which this loyalty goes 
back is one supported by the native state of the graduate, the matter be­
comes a large sociological factor, rather than a petted remembrance of a 
youthful experience. Those men and women who drew from their state 
that training which in the olden days could not be bought for lives and 
blood must inevitably give back civic righteousness and conscious citizenship 
to their government.
This debt of gratitude to the state is peculiarly patent in the case of 
graduation from the State University of Montana. The state is young and 
half untried, the institution is young and growing, the number of alumni 
is small. A  closer bond uniting this small and chosen band seems natural 
and practicable. Where more than half the possibilities of this great com­
monwealth are as yet untouched, and where the competition with other 
neighboring states is apt to be pretty keen, it seems very feasible and very 
right that those young men and* women, who, going out from this Univer­
sity, must acknowledge themselves most indebted to the state, should form 
themselves into a perpetual and effective organization for the advancement 
of Montana. Every endearing and touching attribute of an alumni asso­
ciation should, indeed, be preserved, but the active Western spirit of progres­
siveness should make it more than a sentimental name.
Then, too, such a close union would have something of a selfish advan­
tage for its individual members. The University men in any state are very 
apt to be its leaders, politically and financially. This is increasingly true 
in the twentieth century. Let these leaders be united among themselves, 
and their efficiency is increased a hundred-fold, to themselves and to society.
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Viewed from every side, the matter proves itself foregone. As a debt of 
gratitude to the state, as a loving recollection of a fair young experience, 
as an instrument for the forwarding of a growing and limitless political ex­
periment, as a measure for individual success, a close and lively association 
among the graduates of the University of Montana is advocated.
T H E  B E T T E R  P A R T .
In cap and gown she stood,
The parting of the ways, Commencement,
W as at hand. A nd around her, each its own 
Attendant joys attesting, was a throng 
Of cherubs. “ Come with me, O  maiden, fair,”
Cried Gaiety, “ and I will take you over land 
A nd sea, princes and kings shall be 
As puppets to your glorious majesty.
A nd low will bend the knee in reverence 
T o  your loveliness.
“ Nay, tempt me not, gay sprite;
T hat were not the better part *of life to follow,
The bright, but ever fleeting show of vanity and folly.” 
Sadly the cherub turned away,
But crowding close upon him came Duty,
A  being slowly moving and with brow intent.
“ Maiden, thy path lies straight before thee;
Follow till thou comest to the dark and dreary hovel, 
Whence comes the loud, despairing cry 
Of poverty and pain and crime.
Enter there and give of good and cheerfulness 
The bounded store.
Make glad the hearts therein, long closed and shriveled 
By the agonizing throes of deep despair.”
The maiden closed her eyes at such a horrid view;
“ O  God, have mercy; is this all there is of Life?”
She groaned, and to her ears, “ Nay, not so,
But follow me and I will show you Love and Life.” 
Gladly the maiden turned and there before her 
Came the simple joys of home, and baby eyes,
So full of light Divine, laughed back at her,
A nd baby hands clasped hers in rapt delight.
Soft nestled on her breast that baby head 
Of tenderness and hope and joy.
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Closer she pressed that baby form 
Until her very heart-strings seemed to snap,
And loud there rose within her the riotous joy 
Of life. Softly she pressed that baby cheek to hers 
In ecstacy, blinded to all about her.
* * Abidest thou here ? * *
Yea, gladly, go and bring but others with you, 
Till they with me shall turn towards Heaven, 
Thanking God for such as this in Life.”
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But recently we have attended the last number of the University Lecture 
Course for this year. Looking back over the seven entertainments, we cannot 
but feel that this venture into a new field has been both wise and profitable. 
The programs have been greatly varied but all have been entertaining and 
instructive as well. Those who have taken upon themselves not only the work 
but also the responsibility of this course, deserve the thanks and entire appro­
bation of the students of the University and the people of Missoula. T hat the 
Course should have succeeded in paying for itself financially we feel is 
due not only to the efforts of those in charge, but to the cooperation of the towns­
people as well. This decided success in every way gives ample encourage­
ment for a similar course to be offered next year. W ith this last number of 
the University Lecture Course came David Starr Jordan. H e is president, we 
know, of one of our greatest universities; he is leader, we understand, in the 
fields in which he has chosen to place himself; and he is the greatest man, we 
are told, that has probably ever come to our remote college town. W hat he 
gave in his address was good. Let it be remembered in connection with the 
good truths we know of him and bear weight accordingly.
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As for our seniors, they are as different in kind and quality as the college 
freshman, the high school undergraduate, the grade school pupil and the great 
world’s men. For their purposes, as for those of all seniors of all time, let it 
be hoped that most have in common these things— a free mind, an open hand, 
a progressive gait— placing forward a foot with the tip of the shoe not polished 
so highly that the heel need be either crooked or scratched.
There is no reason why the hands of the University clock, not visible at 
night, should be made invisible for the day. If they were not to be seen Kessler 
would probably put them away.
W e hear a great deal of flowery talk about the equality of man and the 
rest. W e are fast coming to believe that it is fiction in a great many respects. 
All should have an equal chance, however, to develop what latent power they 
have. The college world is supposed to give just such an equal opportunity. 
But when we pause to consider— how smooth the path is made for some; how 
rough for others. This is not in the class room or laboratory, but rather on 
the athletic field, in the literary societies and in all those countless phases of 
college life that are thought by many to be its chief advantage. In the pursuit 
of these things the student receives too much harsh and unjust criticism. This 
is not only true of our own University but of others as well. It matters not 
what true mettle and spirit he may have, if he does not dress just as we do, if 
he does not talk and walk as we consider proper— to us he is absolutely worth­
less and we ridicule and criticise him. W e fail to think that perhaps he has 
not been as fortunate in environment as we; perhaps he realizes his shortcom­
ings and has come to college to gain those very things which have been a part 
of our heritage. W e fail also to remember that the courage and fortitude that 
impel a student to go ahead, in the face of all obstacles, bespeak a character 
worthy of our deepest respect and admiration. To such as these— and there 
are many— do we owe the help of an encouraging word and a comment of 
praise rather than a sneering smile and ridicule. Let us give each and every 
one that much talked of “square deal.”
It is in this number of The Kaimin that the staff for this year bids farewell, 
as a staff, to its patrons. How well we may have succeeded is left for you 
to judge. Suffice to say that we have had our ideals and, with the help of 
the student and faculty, have been able to realize them to a small degree. 
Whatever we may have achieved has been the result, not of our own efforts 
alone, but of the cooperation of the students and faculty with us, which we 
have fully appreciated.
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On March 6 another victory was won over the State School of Mines, 
this time with a score of 26  to 19. The boys of the Smoky city, on their 
home grounds, worked hard to even up the record with the Varsity, but super­
ior speed and team work were too much.
The game was characterized by roughness on both sides, both teams going 
in with a determination that made them forget rules for holding, etc., and con­
sequently fouls were frequent. The Miners started in with a rush, which for a 
moment surprised our team, but we came back into the game harder than ever, 
and met them at every point. The basket-throwing was exceptionally good, 
and at times brilliant. Every man on the Varsity team had a hand in piling up 
the score, while for Butte, Wiegenstein and Gilham did good work. Hamil­
ton for the Varsity and Foote for the Miners were ruled out in the second half 
after a struggle over the ball. Taking all in all the game, though rough, was 
snappy enough to please the wildest enthusiast.
The teams:
Varsity
R yan .............................................
Hamilton, Montgomery,..........
W enger........................................
Position M. S. S. M.
. .....C e n te r ....................... ..............................Clinch
..... Forwards.................................Gilham, Copelin
..... F o rw ard s ....................... .. Bruno, Wiegenstein
Bishop, Little..............................   Guards . . . . .  .Foote, Grumert, Hoffman
Referee, Adams; Umpire, Adarni.
Muscatine 59— Varsity 24.
On March 12 a game was played with the Muscatine team of Iowa, the 
resulting score being 59 to 24 in favor of the visitors. In view of the fact 
that the Muscarines are considered world champions, the game was a snappy 
one, for the Varsity’s team work was excellent throughout. The Muscatine 
players, while not particularly fast, were marvels at basket throwing and pass­
ing the ball. It was a good game and an exceptionally clean one.
The line-ups:
Varsity Position Muscatine
Ryan, Dorm an.................................. C e n te r ................................................Williams
Montgomery, W enger.................... F o rw ard s ................................... Kanty, Fuller
Bishop, Little................................... G u a rd s ......................................Hayes, Volger
Officials, Farrell and Morgan.
W ith this game closed one of the most successful seasons in the history 
of the University. W e cannot claim the title of state champions, but we hold 
second place in the race, our team has held together through the entire season 
as the fastest in the history of the Varsity, and we come out of the season with 
a record of six games won to three games lost.
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The men who receive “ M ’s” this year are as follows: Ryan, Hamilton,
Bishop, Little, Wenger and Montgomery.
The Spring Season.
Prospects for track and baseball are looking good to the Montana sup­
porters this year. The weather is just getting into shape so that it tempts men 
to don some sort of a suit and appear on the athletic field.
In track, this sort of work is bringing out much new and surprisingly good 
material. Every one is working hard in preparation for the first meet, which 
is with Pullman on April 25. * Manager Morgan is also arranging meets with 
M. A. C. and Idaho.
The material, on the whole, is better than usual, and Montana should 
turn out a strong track team this year. Toole is getting back in his old form 
in the high jump, and is also getting in some work in climbing over the hurdles. 
He and Dorman will be good for some points in this event. For the sprints, 
Malcomson, Farmer, Buck and Maloney are showing up well, while in the 
distance runs, Bullerdick and Wallace are expected to hold their own. Among 
others trying for these events are McLaren, Mahoney and Lovett. Ryan, 
Craig, Smead and McClung are playing with the weights, while Bishop and 
Hamilton are getting into form on the pole-vault. Bishop and Dorman will 
handle the broad jump.
The base ball schedule looks good to the men, and two teams are out 
regularly. There is a great deal of competition for the various positions, and a 
whirlwind team is looked for. Trainor, Montgomery and Webster are all 
promising well for the box, while Bishop, Brogan, and Conners will take care 
of the receiving end of the battery. For infield positions there are Hogan, 
Flaherty, Montgomery, Forbis, Bishop, and Dingwall, while for the outfield, 
C. Forbis, Wenger, Little, Reardon, Silloway, Dinsmore, Leininger and McLay 
are working hard. Many other new men are showing up well.
A SSO CIA TED  EN G IN EER S.
The Annual Banquet of the Associated Engineers took place as planned 
on March 13, 1908. It was all that had been anticipated and, as a success, 
has still the right to rank as one of the most important events of the year.
The Engineers will edit the May issue of “ The Kaimin” and are now 
busy in preparation for it. They have many new plans and it promises to be 
one of the most novel and interesting numbers of the year.
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C L A R K IA .
During the past month Clarkia has held regular and interesting meetings. 
The annual open meeting of the society on March sixth, was a decided success. 
The evening was devoted to the late Thomas Bailey Aldrich. The following 
program was given:
Invocation— Rev. Mr. Lennie-Smith.
Piano Solo— Edna Fox.
President’s Address— Winnifred Feighner.
Life of Aldrich— Nell Bullard.
Violin Solo— Verna Green.
Recitation from Aldrich— Mamie Burke.
Aldrich as a Literary Man— Alice Wright.
Reading, “ Marjorie D aw ”— Montana Buswell.
Aldrich and “ The Atlantic”— Clarissa Spencer.
Piano Solo— Roberta Satterwaite.
H A W T H O R N E .
The Hawthorne Literary Society has held its regular meetings during 
March. The meeting on April fourth was devoted principally to debate.
Clarkia and Hawthorne held their Annual Joint Meeting on March twen­
ty-first. The debate between the teams representing the two societies was the 
principal feature of the program. After the program there was the usual “ feed” 
at which Mr. Morgan presided as toastmaster.
Y . W . C. A .
During the past month regular work has been carried on by the Y. W . 
C. A ., interesting meetings being conducted by Minta McCall, Lizzie Leaf, 
Miss Knowles and Beulah Van Engelen. A  tea was given for the benefit of 
the organization at the home of Mrs. Tylar B. Thompson on March the 
fourteenth.
“ I begged Marie to smile on me,
For I with love was daft.
She smiled— she more than smiled, for she 
Just held her sides and laughed.”
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Harold Blake, *02, of Anaconda, has been appointed chief clerk of the 
Spanish war claims commission. His fellow Alumni are pleased to hear of his 
appointment to this responsible position and extend their congratulations.
Sue Garlington, ’07, came down from Stevensville to hear Walter Well­
man’s lecture.
Katheryn Wilson, *01, of Seattle, has recently been made editor of the 
Midnight Sun, a popular western magazine.
Frances Nuckolls, ’07, was married Tuesday, March 31st, to Edward 
Kelly of Butte. They will make their home in Butte, where Mr. Kelly is con­
nected with the Eletric Light & Power Company.
Grace Flynn, ’06, and Maude Johnson, ’06, attended convocation April 
1st, to hear Rev. Mr. Dorris’ address.
Charles Schoonover, ’05, of Kalispell, made a short visit in Missoula last 
month and attended the lecture of Mr. Wellman.
Katherine Ronan, ’02, (Mrs. Trask) of Bingham, Utah, is visiting her 
mother in Missoula.
The Alumni Executive Committee met on April 10th, to nominate candi­
dates for the offices of the Association for the coming year.
“Steam is water what’s gone crazy wid the heat.”
Dartmouth has three new dormitories and an auditorium.
Purdue University is to have a course in scientific baking.
An Anarchist club has been organized at the University of Chicago.
Of the ninety-eight students dropped from Stanford, only three were girls.
The Silver and Gold has the best exchange of all the papers we receive.
No one from South Dakota passed the Rhodes Scholarship examinations.
A  true friend is a man who knows you’re no good and is willing to 
forget it.
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Amherst has no college basket ball team. The Faculty only allow inter­
class contests.
Yale has completed a new $250 ,000  library, the gift of a member of the 
class of *52.
The students of Nebraska are to have Swedish added to their course in 
Modern Languages.
One hundred and one American colleges have a holiday on Monday 
instead of Saturday.
Yale Seniors have discarded the honor system and returned to the old 
faculty monitor system.
Columbia has a chair of Chinese language and literature with an endow­
ment of $1 50,000.
A  gift of 2000  acres of timber land has been given to Harvard for its 
department of forestry.
Brutus— “ How many doughnuts did you eat, Caesar?’* 
Caesar— “ E t tu, Brute.’’
The wisdom of a wise man looks like the hole in a doughnut when a 
small boy begins to ask questions.
Teacher— “ Do I make myself plain?’’
Pupil— “ Nope. God done it.’*
The University of Indiana is trying to form an oratorical and debating 
league among the larger western schools.
The faculty and instructors of the Chicago University will have their sal­
aries raised 25 per cent, next September.
The Kaimin is always glad to get the Northwestern Magazine. Its liter­
ary department is of the very best standing.
The Michigan band proposes to erect a band stand on the campus next 
spring and to hold regular weekly concerts.
“ Do you know where little boys go who smoke cigarettes?’*
“ Yep; dey goes out in de wood shed.’’
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It doesn't require much common sense to steer an automobile* but a great 
deal of faith, hope and charity are necessary.
A  Women’s Suffrage club has been organized at the University of 
Nebraska and they mean business, too, they say.
Amherst College is erecting a biological laboratory to cost $ 100,000. 
Carnegie has given $75,000 for part of the sum.
Stanford has an endowment of $30,000,000, the largest per capita of 
any educational institution in the United States.
V. K. W . KLoo, a Chinese student at Columbia, won a place on the 
debating team and will debate against Cornell soon.
Columbia has secured a farm of fifty acres for the raising of dogs, pigeons, 
guinea pigs, mice, etc., for its department of zoology.
A t the Oregon Agricultural College plans are well under way for a 
student Y. M. C. A. building to cost about $20,000.
The University of Pennsylvania has a walking club with 225 members. 
They take a six-mile trip every week to points of interest.
Several Universities have raised money by having circuses and they have 
made a lot at it, too, as the figures run up into the thousands.
Gold emblems were presented to the Dartmouth football team that 
defeated Harvard. The score was engraved upon the back.
President Jordan of Stanford and President Elliott of Harvard are trying 
to introduce into the American colleges the English game of Rugby.
The Syracuse stadium, now almost completed, gives that University the 
largest playhouse in America. The seating capacity will be 40,000.
“ What did the deacon say when you sent him the brandied peaches?" 
“ He said he didn’t care so much for the peaches as for the spirit in which 
they were sent."
The students at the Washington State College will publish an agricultural 
magazine. This will appear monthly and contain the work of the department 
of agriculture.
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“ Papa, what is a critic?”
“A  critic, my son, is a person who couldn’t have done it himself.”
The Cornell foot ball team will make a tour of South America next sum­
mer. They have received a challenge from the Paulista Association Football 
League of Brazil.
The University of California will erect a library building worth $2 ,500 ,- 
000. Pneumatic tubes will be used in conveying the books from the shelves 
to the delivery desk.
Some students have petitioned President Elliott of Harvard for a School 
of Journalism. Bliss Pery, the editor of the Atlantic Monthly, has been sug­
gested as the head of this school.
The sororities at Minnesota have adopted a rule that all freshmen, to be 
eligible to membership, must have passed in seventy-five per cent, of their work 
and they intend to raise the standard next year.
“ W ho is the fellow with the long hair?”
“ H e’s a Yale college boy.”
“ Well, I’ve often heard of those Yale locks.”
“ Grandpa, will you make a noise like a frog?”
“ W hat for, my boy?”
“ W hy, Pa says we’ll get ten thousand when you croak.”
The co-eds at the University of California have an annual woman’s day. 
They edit the Daily Californian and the morning is devoted to athletics. In the 
afternoon they hold a vaudeville concert and end the day with a ball.
A  burglar entered a student’s room at midnight and woke the occupant. 
Drawing a revolver he said: “ If you stir you are a dead man. I am hunting
for money.” “ Let me get up and strike a light and I’ll hunt with you,” replied 
the student.
Students of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas are in open 
revolt against their president. They refuse to attend classes until he is removed 
and it is thought that he will be compelled to withdraw. No reasons have 
been stated.
It is rumored that the Pacific W ave from the University of Washington 
will become a daily next year. This year it is published twice a week. Also 
from this progressive school comes the news that the girls have rowing and 
baseball teams.
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Harvard is always progressing. This time they are trying experiments 
with an automatic pitching machine. George Cahill of Holyoke, Mass., is the 
inventor. This machine shoots base balls at every rate of speed and any 
variety of curve.
Four scholarships for American women have been established for Oxford. 
They are like the Rhodes Scholarships for men and examinations for these are 
held at the same time and with the same conditions as the examinations for the 
Rhodes Scholarships.
Man is like unto a kerosene lamp,
He isn’t especially bright;
H e’s often turned down; usually smokes, 
And frequently goes out at night.
The University of Valparaiso, Indiana, which is the second largest insti­
tution in the United States, has obtained remarkable results in lessening the cost 
of living. A  dinner costs ten cents, while breakfast and supper can be gotten 
for four cents each. This is not a state institution either.
The football hero in reward for his services to Minnesota receives a blan­
ket seven feet by seven, with the Minnesota “ M ” on one corner and a maroon 
star for every year that its owner has won the much coveted “ M .” The cap­
tains receive a slightly different star from the rest, but otherwise the blankets 
are the same and a man receives only one.
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Oim A e Csunmpuiis
Spring has come.
« « «
The moss has begun to disappear from the top of spoony rock already.
« «  «
Mr. Tait has recently announced the commencement of the Berry season.
* * *
Join one of the campustry classes and don’t let any back work accumulate.
* * *
Miss Ida Cunningham entertained her class on the evening of March 
twentieth.
* * *
Professor Snoddy entertained the Cosmos club on Monday evening, March 
twenty-third.
« ^  «
The beautiful spring days have come again and we notice Fredell takes 
to the Woods.
* * *
Prexie opened the base ball season by making three strikes and putting 
four men out.
* * #
Miss Fay, on being introduced to Jos. Schmidt— “ Are you a descendant 
of Brigham Young?”
* *  *
The young women of the Hall were at home to their friends on March 
nineteenth, from four to six.
Mrs. Kutcheon— “ Where is ‘Weisse’s Zoology?’ *’
R . Line— “ Ich weis nicht.”
« « «
Wenger passing with two bats in hand.
S. G .— “ My but you look batty.”
# «  «
W hen Bess Bradford was asked to advocate the abolition of leap year 
custom in debate, she suddenly became dumb.
* * #
John Taylor, the promising young tragedian of Hawthorne, has become 
a devotee of Spoony Rock and Dr. Book’s Lab.
* * *
Miss Idell to Coach Findlay— “ Don’t you think it is a good plan to 
have a separate ‘trainer’ for the base ball season?”
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. The Seniors had a tally-ho ride on March twentieth, after which they 
adjourned to the home of Miss Hardenburgh.
« # «
The members of the Senior class participated in an “April Fool” party on 
Friday evening, April third, at Marshall Hall.
* * *
The last two numbers of the Lecture Course occurred recently, Walter 
Wellman and David Starr Jordan being the speakers.
* * #
Katharine— “Where will I find Bess Bradford?*’
Roberta— “ I think you’ll find her in the Museum.’’
* * *
Morgan— “ What do you think of the race question?’*
Student— “Oh, I think we’ll win the championship all right.’’
« « «
Eddie Wenger, whose shy and retiring nature has kept him in the lime 
light in the past, is about to publish a new book entitled, “ W hat Only Ed 
Can Do.’’
* * *
Dr. Book to Mr. Speer, in class— “Are you developing your asthetic 
tastes— your love for the beautiful?’’
Speer, sighing deeply— “Yes; I can scarcely work in office without her 
any more.’’
« « «
Van Eman was a Junior man,
With clothes so spic and span,
Until he slept all night in them,
For fear of Sophs— ahem.
* * *
IT  H A P P E N E D  A T  L IST E R ’S.
Irene L.— “Say, I want an Introduction to Ruskin.’’
Clerk— “ It will cost you seventy cents.’’
* * *
It will please you to see the large new line of Post Cards, Pictures and
Frames at Simons’ Art Store.
That Prize Contest to be held at Beeson & Armstrong’s Store is a new 
stunt. Wonder who will win the “ L System’* suit?
Edith— “ I hope H E  will.’’
Nell— “ I hope H E  will.”
Elizabeth— “ I hope H E  will.”
ON T H E CAM PUS 31
T H E  F A B L E  O F  T H E  BO Y  W O N D E R .
In a certain small Town that boasted of a population twice the size the 
Census Enumerators could dig out, without counting the Chickens, lived a Boy 
who was a wonder.
H e could out run anything that lived in the Community and always 
copped the Big Prize at the County Fair. H e would get with the bunch 
behind the W ater Tank in the Summer Evenings and run the section men for 
the Seegars.
His friends would stand and watch him make Monkeys of these Amateurs 
and gradually came to believe that he was a Sprinter. The Boy believed them 
when they said he could make Duffy go some.
H e gave up his job at the Grocery Store and started in High School so 
that he could get the right Training. The Proprietor of the Bowling Alley 
acted as his Manager and began to pay his Board. H e advised the Boy, 
before tackling Duffy, to trim up a few of the Fourth Raters and thereby build 
up a Reputation.
H e went into Training at the Gymnasium and studied A rt at School be­
cause he had to make a Bluff at something and it sounded Easy. H e bought 
a pair of Spike Shoes, a Bath Robe and several Towels. A  couple of Seniors 
who were Loyal to their school rubbed him with W itch Hazel every Afternoon 
and at night he stood in front of the Post Office in a Sweater and talked out 
of the corner of his mouth, of Starts, Spurts, Beating the Gun and other Tech­
nicalities that sounded Good to the man who was paying his Board, though 
he didn’t know what they meant.
H e didn’t take part in the Inter-Scholastic that Spring for he went Stale 
from Over-training and besides, his Knee went Stiff. Next Fall, the town 
made up a Purse and sent him to the University where he could be in his own 
Class. H e worked out on the Track for the first few nights and said he 
guessed it would do though it was a Few Seconds Slow. So he spent the 
W inter in the Gymnasium working on the Chest Weights to develop his W ind. 
H e didn’t get anyone to rub him with W itch Hazel, but the janitor used to 
practice Starts with him on the Nights he didn’t have to Sweep out.
A t last came the day of the first Tryout. The coming Champion wore 
a new pair of Spiked Shoes, Spotless Trunks and a Jersey with the High School 
Monogram on it, which the Girls had given him the Night before he left Home.
The old Varsity Sprinter delayed the Game to go behind the Gym to 
smoke a Cigarette. H e came out in a pair of old Tennis Shoes, a pair of 
W ork Pants, cut off at the Knees and an Undershirt. H e slouched up to the 
Mark and stood up waiting for the Gun. The Boy W onder was resting on 
his heel with his fingers touching the Ground according to the book of 
Instructions.
The Gun was fired and the W onder shut his Eyes and sprinted till Some­
body caught him in their Arms. H e looked back and the Course was clear.
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“Ah! where are they; did I win?” he asked.
“Not quite,’* said the Varsity Sprinter, who was holding him and smok­
ing a Cigarette. “Somebody must have Jockeyed you.’’
“ How did you change Clothes so quick?’* said the Wonder.
“ Oh! I’ve had a Shower and a Rub since the Race,’’ said the Old Star. 
The Boy Wonder took the First Train for Home and told the old Bunch 
that he could have won only his Foot slipped.
Next day, there was a familiar Face on the Grocery wagon.
Moral— Stay in your own Ring.
M INUTES O F T H E  A. S. U. M.
Missoula, Mont., March 2, 1908.
A regular m eeting of the A. S. U. M. executive committee wa ŝ called to 
order by President Greenwood. The minutes of th© previous m eeting were 
read and approved.
Manager Rowe's report on the dinner given on Charter Hay was approved.
Manager Rowe’s report on G e^ ge Barnes' lecture on Feb. 21 w as ap ­
proved.
The financial report of the Bozem an-Helena basket ball trip w as ap­
proved.
Moved and carried that a committee of three be appointed to meet a 
committee from the Scandinavian Brotherhood in regard to a  lecture by Mr. 
Amundson. Committee, Rowe, Elrod, Wenger.
Moved and carried that the purchase of 6 V neck sweaters for the basket 
ball M men be approved.
Upon motion the m eeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD A. WENGER, Sec.
Missoula, Mont., March 16, 1908.
A regular m eeting of the A. S. U. M. executive committee w as called to 
order by President Greenwood. The minutes of the previous m eeting were 
read and approved.
Manager Rowe's financial report of the basket ball game with the Mus­
catine team was approved.
Through the recommendation of the committee, consisting of the Coach, 
Captain and Manager of the basket ball team, the following men were granted 
basket ball M's: Ewing F. Montgomery, Arthur Bishop, Ray Hamilton,
Emmet Ryan, George L ittle and Edward A. Wenger.
Moved and carried that the contract with the Montana Agricultural Col­
lege for a track meet at Bozeman, including a  guarantee of $225, be approved.
Moved and carried that a $350 guarantee for a track m eet w ith W ashing­
ton State College at Missoula, be approved, providing the students liaise by 
subscription $100.
Moved and carried that the executive committee be responsible for a 
$275 guarantee for a track meet with W ashington State College.
Moved and carried that the Secretary be instructed to notify the mana­
gers of the different team s that the contracts with the various colleges for 
athletic contracts, be filed with the secretary.
Moved and carried that the Secretary be instructed to advertise the date 
of the Athletic Ball as April 24.
Upon motion the m eeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD A. WENGER, Sec.
